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Radiologists and the pitfall of search satisfaction
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Routine chest radiography

60%
of radiologists
failed to identify
missing clavicle



Radiologists and the pitfall of search satisfaction

IEA (2022) and WSE (2016)
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Routine energy audit

10-30%
potential annual
energy savings
missed

compared to
energy management
approach

Energy auditors ?

https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/237dd801-f170-4c56-abd9-69d52951f26b/CopingwiththeCrisis_IncreasingResilienceinSmallBusinessesinEuropethroughEnergyEfficiency.pdf
https://www.slideshare.net/sustenergy/the-scope-for-energy-savings-from-energy-management-158827167


Based on Barckhausen (2019)
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Based on Barckhausen (2019)
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Where’s the clavicle? 

56%
of all motors (and systems)

are older
than expected operating lifetime

Swiss Energy Agency (2013)
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Much More Than Savings 

The Business Case for Energy Management is Clear… 
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https://copper.fyi/EnMg
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…but the uptake is low

“Does your company implement energy efficiency measures?”
Only

16%
of SMEs

have (some form of)
energy management system
in place



https://copper.fyi/EnMg
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…but the uptake is low

“Does your company implement energy efficiency measures?”
Only

16%
of SMEs

have (some form of)
energy management system
in place

…this was early 2021

…today?



If the image is dark, change the title to white.

“For Europe to recover, 
SMEs need to 
recover.” 

– Thierry Breton, Commissioner for the 
Internal Market, announcing

SME Relief Package
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PAYBACK TOO LONG

BENEFIT/COST RATIO TOO LOW

RESOURCE CONSTRAINTS

CONCERNS RE BUREAUCRACY

NOT IN STRATEGY/FOCUS

LACK OF INFORMATION

LACK OF MGT COMMITMENT
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Energy management practices in SMEs:
online survey (2021)

What is the main resistance in your organization towards 
implementing Energy Management System?

https://copper.fyi/EnMg
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#EMS4SME
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https://lpqi.org



Copper makes a significant net contribution to the clean energy 
transition

ECI Transformers Workshop - October 2022 19
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Zero-Carbon 
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Electro-processing
Motor systems

ELECTRICITY 
GRIDS
Underground cables
Transformers
Batteries
Offshore grids

A circular metal
Cu can be endlessly recycled without loss of 
properties. Near 50% of copper produced in 

EU is obtained through recycling

Decarbonising Cu production
Copper producers that ECI represents in 
Europe are committed to working towards 

carbon neutrality by 2050



§ Leading advocate for the copper industry in Europe

§ Part of the International Copper Association (ICA)

§ Promoting copper’s crucial role in the energy 
transition and in achieving the EU’s policy goals

§ Via robust methodologies based on business and 
scientific data
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European Copper Institute Many partnerships

copperalliance.eu



Think of
one action
you’ll do

within the next 24h
in your circle of influence

to help SMEs
benefit from EMS
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@ThinkEMS
# EMS4SME
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Together we’ll find the 
missing clavicle

Thank you!

diedert.debusscher@copperalliance.org


